
Control Systems Engineering (Group 76) Staff Recruiting Needs       5 September 2014 

 
 
General:  
 
The Control Systems Engineering Group is engaged developing and implementing controls in a wide variety 
of forms, and performing hardware and software development of embedded processors and firmware for 
real-time control applications. The Group has expertise in dynamic pointing and stabilization, guidance and 
navigation, autonomous systems, robotics, embedded servo control systems, scanning and inertial 
referencing of electromechanical sensor systems, space-qualified electronics, deterministic real-time 
software, mechanism control, analog and power electronics. Example prototype projects include radars, laser 
radars, imaging sensors, and active optical systems for unmanned vehicles, airborne, space-based, ground 
and maritime systems. 

 
GPA of 3.5 or higher is required with hands-on laboratory work and desire to work on all aspects of control 
systems prototype development including architecting, design, analysis, implementation, integration, test, 
configuration control, and documentation. Strong verbal and written communication skills are essential, as is 
a strong desire to continue learning within and outside one’s original technical area of expertise. 
 
Needs in order of priority: 
 
1. BS or MS in EE  

 Analog circuit / power circuit design at the component level to include simulation with tools such as 
PSpice, printed circuit board schematic capture, board layout, board-level test and debugging, and 
system integration 

 Use of bench test equipment such as oscilloscopes, waveform generators, DVMs, spectrum 
analyzers and logic analyzers 

 Applications include motor drivers, laser pump diode current drivers, grounding, shielding, EMI/EMC, 
discrete power electronics such as buck/boost converters, DC/DC power converters, high current, 
and low noise charge integrators and amplifiers 

 
2. BS or MS in ME, EE, CE or Aero (requisition # 4928) 

 Deterministic real-time embedded systems for control applications including software (C/C++, Python, 
ROS) and firmware (VHDL), microprocessor/DSP/FPGA selection and programming, timing, state 
machines, and board-level design. 

 Use of code analysis tools, configuration control tools, firmware simulation tools, and test equipment 
such as oscilloscopes, waveform generators, DVMs and logic analyzers 

 Applications include real-time operating systems such as VxWorks, Linux, and Xenomai 
 

3. BS, MS, or PhD in ME, EE, or Aero (requisition # 5075) 

 Dynamic feedback control development and implementation including dynamic and inertial 
stabilization, pointing, acquisition, tracking, guidance, navigation, timing, parameter and state 
estimation, Kalman filters, and system dynamics modeling and simulation 

 Use of Matlab/Simulink for control design 

 Applications include control of servo mechanisms, fast steering mirrors, and gimbals using feedback 
sensors such as inertial measurement units, accelerometers, rate gyros, and focal plane arrays. 

 
Please refer the candidates to the requisitions listed.   Also, please forward candidates to John 
Lenotte, HR Representative, jlenotte@ll.mit.edu    Additional requisitions are in the process of being 
created. 

mailto:jlenotte@ll.mit.edu

